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We have lived at Great Pinley Farm for 28 years and throughout this time our land has 
been used almost exclusively for grazing and exercising horses
We have bred Sport horses on a small but elite scale for 25 years-my "Pinfields "prefix 
was registered with the Central Prefix Register on 15th April 1998 for Sport Horse 
Breeding (UK) and the National Pony Society
Both daughters competed in show jumping, eventing, dressage and showing at the 
highest level from childhood
My elder daughter Katy is currently a specialist in producing and competing Working 
Hunters and Sport horses and has done so with much success for the last 15 years 
winning most of the sought-after competitions in the UK including the Royal 
International Horse Show, The Hickstead Derby Meeting, The Horse of the Year Show 
and Royal Windsor Show as well as all of the County Shows.
She has regular write ups in "Horse and Hound" and other equestrian journals and 
she trains a number of successful riders
The horses are all carefully educated from an early age in a Sport which requires them 
to jump a substantial course of fences as well as to be educated on the flat. This 
requires a bespoke exercise programme and as the horses are all very big has 
required us to increasingly need to hire venues in order to continue their training. Much 
of the year grass is unreliable to use as a surface to work the horses -too muddy, too 
hard or frozen with too much risk of injury, and arena hire has been very difficult this 
year due to Covid. Arena hire is also costly, time consuming and not very good for our 
carbon footprint (to take out an 18-tonne diesel lorry carrying 5 horses several times 
per week particularly during the winter months)
We now have 17 horses

The surface would not be visible from the lane as the field is surrounded by an old well 
established 12-foot-high hedge
The proposed site can be accessed from the stables across our fields or from an 
existing gate onto the lane in bad weather
We do not plan to fence it or to erect lighting
It will be flush with the grass and composed of drainage, membrane and topped with 
Silica sand and fibre


